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Strikes Again

�velyn �ordon

For the better part of a year, Israel has endured a cycle of public-sector

labor unrest that at times has threatened to paralyze the entire economy.

The conflict between the government and the Histadrut labor federation,

prompted by a series of Finance Ministry proposals over the course of the

year to reform the pension system and restructure government agencies,

first erupted in thirteen days of severe labor sanctions that began on April

30, 2003. At the time, the bulk of the public sector—which numbers

700,000 employees, or one-third of the country’s labor force—ceased to

provide the public with services: Government offices were closed, as were

the nation’s ports; garbage piled up in the streets; even Ben-Gurion Airport,

which handles almost all of Israel’s commercial air traffic, was twice shut

down for up to a day.

In the fall, further Finance Ministry proposals along the same lines

sparked a narrower but much lengthier wave of unrest, during which civil

servants closed all government offices to the public for more than three

months, while deliberate slowdowns by customs workers severely impeded

imports of raw materials and exports of finished goods. At several points

during this latter strike, the Histadrut sought to up the ante by instructing
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workers to prepare for the deployment of what Israelis call the labor

federation’s “doomsday weapon”—a general public-sector strike of unlim-

ited duration, which would encompass not only the civil service, but also

banks, ports, utilities, and other essential industries.

It is hard to overstate the significance of a general strike. The May 2003

strike cost Israel an estimated $1.3 billion in direct damages, or 1.2 percent of

gross domestic product (GDP), yet even that fell short of what a full-blown

general strike would have caused.1 A similar disaster was averted in November

only by an eleventh-hour restraining order issued by Israel’s National Labor

Court. In early January 2004, following one hundred days of sanctions, the

Finance Ministry and the Histadrut reached a compromise that ended the

civil servants’ strike and enabled them to go back to work. But the agreement

left many fundamental issues unresolved, and within a month, a new public-

sector strike had broken out—this time among municipal workers.

While so intense a storm of labor unrest has not been seen in Israel for

many years, last year’s events were symptomatic of a long-term trend.

Strikes and slowdowns in Israel have increased sharply over the last two

decades—a period during which they declined dramatically in other West-

ern countries. As a result, Israel has emerged as far and away the most strike-

ridden economy in the West, imperiling its ability to compete in an

increasingly integrated economic environment.

Strikes cause hundreds of millions of dollars of direct damage to Israel’s

economy every year. But the true costs are undoubtedly even greater. By

rendering Israeli products more expensive and making delivery times unre-

liable—two factors that significantly reduce Israeli companies’ interna-

tional competitiveness—strikes create a major drain on an economy in

which exports account for more than one-third of the GDP.2 And perhaps

even more importantly, they have managed to force successive governments

to back down on reforms that would have increased public-sector efficiency

and led to major savings for the entire country.

While sustaining a burden of this magnitude would be difficult for any

nation, for Israel—already saddled by an ongoing terrorist war and the
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international recession in the high-tech sector—the consequences are espe-

cially acute. Yet unlike these other difficulties, the problem of strikes is

largely within the government’s ability to solve. A reduced public sector,

appropriate legislation limiting the right to strike and, above all, greater

governmental determination in the face of strikes could restore labor’s

role to its proper dimensions, just as they have in many other Western

countries.

This does not mean that either the government or private-sector em-

ployers should be allowed free rein in the way they treat their workers:

Unions play a crucial role in maintaining the balance of power between

employers and workers through collective bargaining. Nevertheless, the

power of Israeli unions has expanded beyond any justifiable measure, to the

point that they defy court rulings and even the Knesset itself—a develop-

ment that has resulted in incalculable damage to the country’s economy

and its way of life.

From 1997 through 2001, Israel lost an average of 1.9 million workdays

to strikes each year. To appreciate the enormity of this figure, consider

that over the last decade, the United States averaged approximately 5.2

million strike days per year, fewer than three times as many as Israel—even

though America’s population is 48 times larger. In 2001 alone, the most

recent year for which comparative statistics were available at the time of

writing, the Jewish state lost 2.0 million workdays to strikes—two-thirds

more than the 1.2 million workdays the United States lost that year.3

That a country of 6 million could outpace the world’s largest economy

in workdays lost to strikes illustrates both the severity and the uniqueness of

Israel’s problem. Indeed, compared with other Western countries, Israel is

in a class all its own. From 1997 to 2001, two of the West’s most strike-

ridden economies, Canada and Spain, lost an annual average, respectively,

of 170 and 143 workdays per thousand workers to strikes. In the United

States and most European countries, the figure was below 75. Israel, in
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contrast, lost an average of 889 workdays per thousand workers during this

period, a rate more than 12 times higher than that of most countries in

Europe.4

Strikes also affect a much wider segment of the workforce in Israel than

in other countries. In 2000 and 2001, 1 out of every 6 Israeli employees was

involved in a strike, compared to 1 out of 9 in Spain, 1 out of 50 in Ireland,

and 1 out of 140 in Great Britain.5 In other words, strikes in Israel are not

localized events concentrated in a particular company or industry, but tend

to hit a broad swath of the economy every year. And while it is true that

general strikes, in which the entire public sector is shut down, are relatively

rare, “rolling” strikes, in which one government agency after another

declares a work dispute on a different pretext, are common. In early 1999,

for instance, the Interior Ministry, Labor and Social Affairs Ministry, and

National Insurance Institute all went on strike within the space of two and

a half months.6 Likewise, in the fall of 2001, the list of public-sector bodies

on strike included the ports, the Customs Agency, the airport, the Labor

Ministry, the Land Registry, and the National Insurance Institute, as well as

the university professors.7 According to Labor Ministry statistics, the public

sector accounted for 96 percent of all workdays lost to strikes from 1997 to

2001.8 Thus, even though strikes against privately owned businesses are

virtually nonexistent, Israel’s public-sector workers strike so often and for

so long that they have made Israel the most strike-ridden economy in the

industrialized world.

This problem is not new, but it has become far more severe in recent

years: The number of workdays lost to strikes in Israel in 1997-2001 was

more than double that of 1985-1989. Competing Western nations, by

contrast, have managed to reduce labor unrest significantly over the last two

decades through a combination of economic restructuring and legislation.

There was a time when Israel was one of the least strike-plagued

countries in the West: From 1965 to 1974, Israel had fewer strike days per

thousand workers than the United States, Great Britain, Italy, Canada,

Australia, Denmark, Belgium, and France—and often by large margins.
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The United States, for instance, averaged more than five times as many

strike days per thousand workers as Israel did during that decade.9 But as

the chart on page 63 shows, the last two decades have witnessed a remark-

able decrease in strikes throughout the industrialized West. In light of this,

Israel’s swing in the opposite direction is all the more disturbing.

Strikes in Israel also tend to be more painful than those in other

countries, since they generally occur in essential services such as health care,

education, transportation, utilities, and sanitation. Indeed, in strikes of

essential services—which in Israel are provided almost entirely by the

public sector10—tiny Israel has become an unparalleled world leader. From

1997 to 2000, Israel lost an average of 1.80 million workdays a year in

essential services (including education and public administration). This

compares to 1.28 million in Canada, 1.21 million in the United States,

275,000 in Italy, 201,000 in Great Britain, 71,000 in Japan, and even

fewer in other European countries, with Germany at the bottom of the list

with a mere 7,360 lost workdays.11

In some cases, the services affected by strikes in Israel are so important

that they are considered off limits to strikers in other countries. The public-

sector strike that took place last May, for example, twice shut down Israel’s

only major airport for up to a day, even though the International Labor

Organization has ruled that vital services such as air travel cannot be shut

down during a strike.12 Similarly, employees of the Israel Electric Corpora-

tion cut off power to various parts of the country during strikes in both

1991 and 1994,13 and employees of Mekorot, the company that supplies

water to virtually the entire country, turned off the taps to a number of

localities on a rotating basis during a strike in 1999.14 Both of these

instances go well beyond a strike in which workers simply refuse to provide

a service: In these cases, the employees took action to halt the supply of a

vital resource that otherwise would have continued flowing. Furthermore,

both actions carried a potential risk to human health. The water strike, for

example, took place during the heat of August, when the risks of fires and

dehydration are at their peak. And according to experts in the field, the
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workers’ decision to turn the taps on and off also caused damage to the

nation’s water supply.15

While many Israelis sense that something is amiss with the country’s

culture of strikes, they probably are unaware of the problem’s true dimen-

sions. The grim reality is that Israel is hit more frequently by strikes, and

suffers more intensely because of them, than any other Western country—

and the disparity is only intensifying with time.

The damage caused by strikes is extremely difficult to calculate. What is

clear, however, is that it goes far beyond the work hours lost by the

strikers themselves. During the strike last spring, for instance, the Manufac-

turers’ Association estimated that shipping delays in both the import of raw

materials and the export of finished goods prevented factories from working

at normal capacity, causing some 5,000 workers to lose their jobs.16 Even if

some of these workers were eventually rehired, their lost income had a

direct impact on consumer spending and investment, and therefore on

economic growth as a whole. The same is true for the self-employed whose

businesses are adversely affected. Truckers, for example, are forcibly idled

every time there is a ports or customs strike—lost work time that only rarely

can be made up after the strike ends. Furthermore, since contracts often

require manufacturers to pay a stiff fine for late delivery, a strike that delays

production forces factories either to put workers on overtime to complete

the contract or to pay the penalty, both of which entail substantial costs.

This ripple effect makes strikes extremely costly. The May 2003 strike,

for instance, cost the Israeli economy some $90 million a day even by the

most conservative estimate.17 The Finance Ministry estimates that partial

public-sector strikes (comprising some 60 percent of the public sector, but

excluding essential services) generally cost about $55 million a day, while a

full strike, which also encompasses essential industries such as ports and

banks, costs between $145 million and $300 million a day.18 Indeed, at a

conservative estimate, strikes cost the economy an annual average of some
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$675 million, or 0.64 percent of gross domestic product, between 1997 and

2001. Since average GDP growth during these years was about 2.9 per-

cent,19 this means that strikes reduced economic growth by about a fifth

during this period—and the real figure is probably even higher.20

Strikes also cause indirect damage that is no less severe, even though the

effects may not be felt until long after the unions go back to work. One

example was the decision of the European Mediterranean Trade Associa-

tion (emta), which controls more than 90 percent of shipping to and from

Israel, to impose a “congestion surcharge” on all such shipping in response

to a lengthy ports strike in 2001. Until this charge was rescinded, both

exporters and importers—who together make up the majority of Israel’s

economic activity—had to pay an additional 7 percent on every shipment.21

An indirect cost that is harder to quantify is the loss of export contracts.

For most overseas customers, reliability is as important as quality and price.

And while many would probably forgive strike-related delays if they were a

rare occurrence, in Israel labor sanctions disrupt the flow of goods with

grinding regularity. During the May 2003 strike, for instance, two compa-

nies reported suffering order cancellations totaling hundreds of thousands

of dollars.22 Those orders were presumably transferred to foreign competi-

tors, and unless the customers are dissatisfied with the new suppliers, the

contracts are likely to be permanently lost.

Moreover, in an effort to avoid losing such contracts, Israeli companies

are forced to protect themselves by maintaining large inventories of raw

materials, or by keeping inventories of finished products overseas, both of

which make their products more expensive and less competitive. The

Manufacturers’ Association recently estimated these costs of “uncertainty

and manufacturers’ lack of faith in orderly ports and customs services” at

about $28 million a month, or more than $330 million every year.23

The agreements that usually end these strikes constitute yet another

long-term cost. Sometimes this damage is easily calculated, as when the

issue of contention is a pay increase. For instance, when the government

agreed in November 2001 to give 900 longshoremen a bonus of $9,000
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each plus a 10-percent raise over the next three years—only ten months

after they had received a 3.6-percent raise, and at a time when inflation was

running under 1.5 percent—taxpayers had to shell out $8.1 million imme-

diately, and then an additional $4.6 million each year thereafter. Given the

frequency of strikes and the size of Israel’s public sector, it is not hard to see

that such generous settlements can quickly add up. And because these raises

are in public-sector industries, they must be paid for through higher taxes

and fees that further increase the cost of doing business in Israel—thereby

further reducing the economy’s competitiveness.

Strikes have also frequently forced the government to back down on

planned reforms aimed at making the public sector more efficient—a cost

that is much harder to measure. In 2001, for example, a lengthy ports strike

forced the government to scrap a plan to introduce competition into the

ports, which currently function as a monopoly. Such competition is badly

needed: According to the Ports and Railways Authority, every year from

1994 to 1997, ships wasted an average of about 2,500 days waiting for

loading or unloading in Haifa and Ashdod Ports, where “waste” is defined

as the amount of time they waited in excess of what the authority considers

a reasonable level of service.24 This waste is due, among other things, to the

fact that Israel’s ports are among the few in the world that work only one, or

occasionally two, shifts a day instead of the usual three.25 Since the average

cost of a day’s wait, according to the authority, is about $10,000, and the

shippers pass these costs on to the companies that use them, the slow pace

of work at Israel’s ports cost the economy an average of almost $25 million

per year during that period.26 The government therefore decided in August

1999 that the new Jubilee Port in Ashdod, which is due to open in 2004,

should be privatized, and its wharves licensed to several franchisees, thereby

creating competition not just between Jubilee and the veteran ports, but

among Jubilee’s various wharves as well. This is the system used by 85 of the

world’s 100 major ports, with the 15 holdouts comprising mainly Third

World countries, plus Israel.27 But the strike forced the government to
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shelve this plan, and a reform that could have resulted in major savings was

thus sacrificed to the interests of a relatively small group of workers.28

The above figures illustrate the ongoing economic costs of strikes.

Beyond these, however, there is the damage done to quality of life. At a

minimum, strikes cause unpleasantness and inconvenience, such as the

inability to renew a passport or mail a package. When sanitation workers

refuse to collect the garbage, this creates a health hazard as well as an

eyesore. For some people, however, the damage is far more acute. In

November 2001, for instance, striking employees of the National Insurance

Institute withheld monthly unemployment checks from 105,000 jobless

people, leaving many of them with no income.29 That same month, Labor

Ministry employees refused to admit at-risk teenagers to shelters.30 Even

sanctions that seem comparatively harmless, such as a refusal by Interior

Ministry workers to issue identity cards, can cause grave harm to certain

individuals—as in the case of a mother who was unable to get her baby

treated for pneumonia in fall of 2003, because the three-month civil service

strike prevented her from obtaining an identity card for the child, and

without this card, she could not prove that the baby had health insurance.31

Nor are the inconveniences always merely temporary: Teachers’ strikes, for

instance, which recur almost annually, seriously disrupt students’ learning

schedules. And even when the lost days are later made up, the strikes send a

negative message to Israeli youth about how seriously their teachers take

their education.32

These ongoing irritants have a cumulative effect, making life in Israel—

already not an easy proposition—even more difficult. No one is immune to

their effects: Factory owners and businessmen, low-income families and the

unemployed all suffer alike. And it goes without saying that the situation

has hardly contributed to a positive national image. Strikes have made Israel

less attractive—to its own citizens, to potential investors, and to many Jews

who might otherwise make Israel their home.
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Why is the problem of strikes so much worse in Israel than in other

industrialized countries? One answer is Israel’s highly centralized

economy. Since the incentive to strike is much greater in the public sector,

the size of this sector in Israel—constituting about 55 percent of the

country’s economic activity, the highest in the industrialized world—

multiplies both the frequency and magnitude of strikes. The reason the

incentive to strike is so much greater in this sector is simple: In private

companies, workers are deterred by several factors, ranging from the fear

that extensive strike damage could push an already ailing company to fold,

throwing everyone out of a job, to the certainty that they will at least have

their pay deducted for the days they miss. In the public sector, however,

these dangers rarely apply. Government ministries and agencies are not

going to close for lack of profitability, and even the danger of individual

dismissals is minimal, since all government employees receive tenure after a

relatively short time on the job (anywhere from six months to four years).

And while docking pay is possible in theory, in practice most public-sector

labor sanctions do not end until the government agrees to forgo this

privilege almost entirely.33 A typical settlement resembles that reached by

striking municipal unions in November 2002, in which workers lost one

day’s pay for a strike that lasted nine days.34

In Israel, moreover, most public services are provided by government

authorities and state-owned monopolies, and are therefore not subject to

the forces of a competitive environment. In countries with several inde-

pendent ports, for example, port workers are deterred from striking by fear

that business will shift to a rival port, thus leading to dismissals at their own.

In Israel, however, where all ports are run by the same government author-

ity, port workers are linked together by a single collective bargaining

agreement. The monopolistic employer thus produces a monopolistic un-

ion: When one port strikes, they all do, leaving customers with no way to

get merchandise into or out of the country. It is therefore no surprise that
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strikes have become much less frequent in the few public-sector areas in

which competition has been introduced. Television blackouts, for instance,

were common in the days when the country’s only station was state-owned,

but have virtually disappeared since the establishment of a second, competi-

tive channel a decade ago.

Because public-sector workers are practically immune to penalties, they

can strike over issues that private-sector workers would find hard to fathom.

One of the most common is a demand for real wage increases during

periods of deep recession, when many private-sector workers are suffering

either layoffs or pay cuts. The wave of strikes in November 2001 is a good

example. According to data published in October and November of that

year, the GDP fell 2.8 percent in the third quarter after a 1-percent drop in

the second; meanwhile, unemployment had jumped to 9.3 percent in the

third quarter from 8.1 percent in the second.35 All of this growth in

unemployment occurred in the private sector, which lost 73,000 jobs from

April 2001 to January 2003; the public sector took on 46,000 new workers

during this period.36 Furthermore, the entire public sector (with the excep-

tion of municipal workers) had been granted a 3.6-percent raise just ten

months earlier—an increase greater than the inflation rate for 1999, 2000,

and 2001 combined.37 Yet despite the benefits of job security at a time of

growing unemployment, and a real wage increase at a time when private-

sector wages were falling, each of the unions that struck in November

2001—dock, customs, and airport workers; Labor Ministry, Land Registry,

and National Insurance Institute personnel; and university professors—did

so in support of a demand for an additional wage increase. The professors,

for example, wanted a 16-percent raise, and Labor Ministry employees

wanted 7.5 percent, even though inflation that year was just 1.4 percent.38

In addition to the incentives resulting from a centralized economy, strikes

are also encouraged by the anomalies of Israel’s legal system. One

example is Article 24 of the Collective Agreements Law, which states
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explicitly that “neither a labor organization nor an employers’ organization

shall be liable for compensation for violating its obligations under a collec-

tive agreement.”39 Though the phrasing may sound evenhanded, in practice

it has meant that private-sector employers cannot sue unions for violating

the no-strike pledge that is standard in almost every collective agreement,

while public-sector employers, for whom this proviso is mitigated slightly

by the Settlement of Labor Disputes Law, can do so only under limited

circumstances.40 The fact that unions can violate their no-strike pledge

without risking a lawsuit significantly reduces the value of such a promise.

Thus, from 1970 to 1980, for instance, more than two-thirds of all strikes

erupted while a collective agreement containing a no-strike clause was in

force.41

More important, however, is the almost complete absence of direct

legal limitations on the right to strike, of the kind that exist almost

everywhere in the industrialized world. Some countries, such as the United

States, Canada, and Japan, have banned strikes outright in key public-

sector industries, referring all labor disputes to binding arbitration in-

stead.42 In Israel, however, such a ban exists only in one narrow area of the

public sector: The police and other security services.43 Though the idea of

applying such a ban to the entire public sector has been considered occa-

sionally—in response to a wave of strikes in 1976, for instance, five different

bills calling for public-sector strikes to be replaced with binding arbitration

were submitted by private Knesset members, and the government even

considered submitting such a bill itself 44—no proposal to this effect has

ever passed Israel’s parliament.

A common alternative to an outright ban on public-sector strikes is

legislation permitting them only if they are approved by a majority of a

union’s members voting in a secret ballot. This would seem to be a self-

evident restriction: Since it is the workers who are most directly affected,

they should be able to decide for themselves whether the potential gains are

worth the risks. In Israel, however, each union’s “workers’ committee”—

the handful of people on the union’s executive—has the power to decide
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whether to put the union’s thousands or tens of thousands of members on

strike, regardless of the workers’ views. Then-Prime Minister Benjamin

Netanyahu pledged to introduce legislation to rectify this situation in 1998,

but he never followed through; nor has he, as finance minister, kept a

similar pledge made during the May 2003 strike.45 According to media

reports, a position paper prepared by the Finance Ministry in November

did propose legislation conditioning the right to strike on a vote by union

members. But as of this writing, and despite a new wave of crippling work

stoppages in the public sector, the government has yet to submit legislation

of its own on the subject, and it agreed to support the preliminary reading

of a private member’s bill to this effect only in exchange for a pledge that

the bill would be frozen after the vote.46

The lack of legislative controls, however, is only part of the picture.

Equally troubling is the behavior of Israel’s labor courts, an autonomous

branch of the judiciary dedicated solely to settling individual and collective

labor disputes. These courts have consistently demonstrated a pro-union

bias, extending the right to strike well beyond what is implicit in the

legislation, or what is accepted in other countries. Mekorot workers’ “right”

to turn off the country’s water supply, for instance, was upheld explicitly by

the Tel Aviv Labor Court when the company sought a restraining order to

end the stoppages. When the company appealed, the National Labor Court

lent implicit sanction to the practice by permitting it to continue for

another four days while it tried to mediate between the parties.47

Indeed, because of these courts, Israel may be the only industrialized

country in the world in which the right to strike is protected even when the

strike explicitly violates the law. For example, one of the few existing legal

restrictions on strikes in Israel is the requirement of a 15-day cooling-off

period between the declaration of a work dispute and the start of a strike.

Yet the labor courts have overruled this law as a violation of the workers’

right to strike. In December 1997, for instance, the Tel Aviv municipality

sought a restraining order against the city’s garbage collectors, who had

walked off the job without waiting for the end of the cooling-off period.
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The Tel Aviv Labor Court granted the order, on the grounds that the

strikers clearly violated the law. But in a 2–1 decision, the National Labor

Court overturned this ruling, declaring that the workers’ right to strike took

precedence over the law. In the majority opinion, the court’s president and

vice president, Steve Adler and Elisheva Barak, wrote: “The Labor Court is

not obligated to issue a restraining order against strikers in every case of an

unauthorized strike. It has discretion to uphold the freedom to strike in the

event of a unilateral change in the nature of labor relations”—in this case,

the municipality’s decision to outsource some of its garbage collection.48 In

fact, the labor courts have even permitted strikers to ignore restraining

orders that they themselves issued, as in another case that year, when

public-sector workers participating in a Histadrut-led general strike refused

to work, in defiance of restraining orders issued by the Tel Aviv Labor

Court. When the government appealed to the National Labor Court,

Adler, rather than penalizing the unions for violating a court order, sum-

moned Finance Ministry representatives to his office for a marathon negoti-

ating session on the workers’ grievances.49

The labor courts also have contributed to the unusual severity of Israel’s

strike problem by neutralizing what few weapons the existing law puts in

the government’s hands—in the process severely upsetting the balance of

power between labor and government. For instance, a series of labor court

rulings have declared that the government may deduct only 30 percent of a

worker’s pay as long as he shows up at the office during a “partial strike,”

even if his job consists entirely of functions barred by the sanctions, such as

dealing with the public.50 Not surprisingly, this is a common tactic in

public-sector strikes, since in many government offices, dealing with the

public is most employees’ full-time job. Thus, by declaring a partial strike,

in which workers deny service to the public but continue to perform

administrative duties, labor unions can produce almost the same effect as a

full strike while risking only 30 percent of workers’ pay.

Similarly, the labor courts gutted the 1945 Emergency Defense Regula-

tions, which entitle the government to issue back-to-work orders to striking
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workers in essential public services in order to keep the economy function-

ing. The caveat is that in practice, such orders require the consent of the

labor courts, which generally view their role as strengthening the right to

strike. “Limitations on the right to strike make it difficult for unions to

maintain their existing organizations, to fulfill their function, and to per-

suade unorganized workers to organize,” explained Adler in a 1997 essay.

“The court takes into account the need to strengthen workers’ right to

organize and recently has even acted to strengthen the right to strike and to

reduce the restrictions imposed on [this right].… The court has adopted a

minimalist policy with regard to issuing restraining orders against strikes.”51

Such a policy means that strikes are almost always an effective method of

accomplishing what the unions want: If the government cannot ensure the

continued functioning of essential services, it has little choice but to capitu-

late quickly in order to keep the country from being brought to its knees.

Employers’ organizations, led by the Federation of Israeli Chambers of

Commerce, have argued recently that the only solution is to abolish the

labor courts altogether and transfer their functions to the regular courts.52

Such a move would certainly make sense administratively, since maintain-

ing two separate court systems is hardly cost-effective. But it would also

probably reduce the pro-labor bias in the judicial system, both by broaden-

ing the spectrum of opinion involved in the decision-making process (there

are many more regular judges than labor court judges)53 and by eliminating

the tendency—common to all niche institutions—to justify the system’s

existence by taking an activist role.54 Unfortunately, the government re-

jected a Finance Ministry proposal to include such a reform in the 2004

budget, and a “softer” version now being proposed by Justice Minister

Yosef Lapid is unlikely to have much effect.55

By far the most pernicious reason for the ongoing strikes, however, has

been a consistent lack of governmental will in dealing with them.

One example is the practice of “forgiving” most strike days in the public
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sector, rather than docking workers’ pay—a practice that makes strikes

nearly cost-free to the workers and unions that precipitate them.56 Govern-

ment weakness is most apparent, however, in the generous settlements that

have ended most strikes. Indeed, between 1977 and 2001, strikes resulted

in full acceptance of 36 percent of workers’ demands, partial acceptance of

another 40 percent, and rejection of only 24 percent. By contrast, during

those same years, disputes that were submitted to arbitration resulted in full

acceptance of 24 percent of workers’ demands and partial acceptance of

another 28 percent, while fully 48 percent were rejected.57

The settlements that resolved the strikes in the autumn of 2001 provide

excellent examples of this generosity. In addition to the 10-percent raise

and $9,000 bonus received by port workers, airport workers obtained an

8-percent raise over a three-year period—both of these following a

3.6-percent raise just ten months earlier. For the airport workers, whose

average salary that year was $3,100 a month, this translated into an average

raise of $250 a month by the end of the three years, the equivalent of about

two days’ pay. In other words, a two-day strike (even in the unlikely event

that the government were to deduct wages fully) would pay for itself within

a month. For the port workers, whose average salary was about $4,300 a

month, the bonus alone was enough to pay for a strike of more than two

months’ duration. With gains of this size in the offing, strikes naturally

become an appealing negotiating tactic.

The incentives created by the government’s generous settlements are

compounded by its reluctance to take any actions that might mitigate the

damage that strikes cause. The government rarely even tries to issue back-

to-work orders for essential personnel, although this reluctance is no doubt

encouraged by the courts’ tendency not to approve them. Nor has it ever

tried to bring in temporary help to ease the problems caused by labor

sanctions, as other countries sometimes do.58 This is a critical factor,

because the economic devastation brought about by strikes is the very

reason unions find them so tempting. So long as the Histadrut can bring

the economy to a virtual standstill, the government almost always will feel
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compelled to capitulate quickly. The balance of power would be altogether

different, however, if, through a combination of back-to-work orders and

the use of temporary help, the government could reduce the damage

enough to hold out for longer. Though almost all workers would be willing

to sacrifice a few days’ pay for long-term gains, many cannot afford to lose

several weeks’ salary all at once. And a lengthy strike reduces the likelihood

that even a generous settlement will cover the losses.

Thus, the longer the government allows a strike to continue, the less

attractive it is for workers—assuming, of course, that the government takes

the necessary measures to make it unattractive: Refusing to compensate

workers for days they did not work; ensuring that the final settlement is not

so generous as to make the strike worthwhile; and mitigating the damage to

the economy through back-to-work orders or the use of temporary replace-

ments. Ultimately, this is all a matter of political will, requiring both strong

leadership and a concerted effort to explain the necessity of the govern-

ment’s actions to the public. It was precisely such demonstrations of

political will in the 1980s—by Ronald Reagan against the air traffic con-

trollers and Margaret Thatcher against the coal miners—that enabled the

United States and Great Britain to bring the problem of rampant strikes in

their countries under control.

In light of the dramatic reduction in strikes throughout the rest of the

industrialized world, Israel can no longer afford to maintain a system

that provides public-sector workers with a nearly overwhelming incentive

to strike. Fortunately, there are some indications that the time may be ripe

for change. The present government, including both a finance minister

dedicated to economic reform and two coalition partners that largely

support his efforts—Shinui and the National Union—reflects a political

constellation far better prepared for a contest of wills with the Histadrut

than at any time in recent history. And indeed, in dealing with the past

year’s strikes, the government has shown occasional flashes of resolve. For
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example, it insisted on docking 30 percent of workers’ paychecks during the

civil-service strike of fall 2003, though this cut was hardly commensurate

with the damage caused by the three-month closure of government offices

to the public.59 The government also made efforts to circumvent a ports

strike last fall, by requesting permission from Egypt and Jordan to ship

Israeli merchandise through their ports and promising to subsidize the costs

of trucking goods to and from them,60 and by signing a deal with a private

shipyard in Haifa Bay, under which the shipyard would upgrade its facili-

ties in preparation for handling international freight should the strike

continue.61 These measures, and others like them, may suggest a change for

the better in the government’s approach to the problem of strikes. Never-

theless, as the outcome of last fall’s civil service strike clearly shows, much

more is needed.62

It is also encouraging that the government has finally begun to explore

legislative measures. A Finance Ministry position paper published in No-

vember 2003 proposed a number of legislative changes, including a prohi-

bition on strikes not directed at the strikers’ employer (in effect, a ban on

“sympathy strikes”); a prohibition on strikes against the government when

it acts in its capacity as policy-maker, as opposed to in its role as employer;

lengthening the minimum period of time between the declaration of a labor

dispute and the onset of a strike from 15 to 60 days; and requiring public-

sector strikes to be approved by a majority of a union’s members in a secret

ballot.63 Only time will tell whether anything comes of these initiatives. It is

clear, however, that the result would be a much-needed improvement in the

labor situation in Israel.

The public, too, appears to be growing impatient. A poll commissioned

by the daily Ha’aretz in May 2003, in the midst of a major strike, yielded

surprising results. By a large margin, the public agreed with the Histadrut

that the government’s economic program—the official pretext for the

strike—ought to be scrapped: Some 52 percent of respondents opposed the

program, while only 26 percent supported it. Nevertheless, 53 percent of

respondents opposed the strike, while only 32 percent supported it.64 In
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other words, many Israelis were unwilling to support the strike even though

they supported the cause for which the workers were striking. One can only

imagine the kind of public frustration that accompanies the majority of

public-sector strikes, which are carried out in the name of causes in which

most Israelis have little interest.

This conclusion emerges even more strongly from a survey conducted

by the Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs in January 2002. That survey,

which attempted to determine whether people would support curbs on

strikes, found that fully 84 percent of the public favored instituting manda-

tory, binding arbitration for public-sector labor disputes, a procedure that

necessarily entails a comprehensive ban on such strikes.65

The present government has correctly understood that Israel’s recession

provides a unique opportunity for effecting major reforms. But unless it

takes advantage of this moment to end the plague of strikes afflicting Israel,

there is a good chance that these reforms will either be thwarted by strikes

from the outset, or be rolled back by a new wave of labor unrest the minute

the economy picks up again.66 This does not mean that workers should be

denied the right to unionize, to bargain collectively over the terms of their

employment, or to strike when doing so is warranted. Rather, it means

returning the right to strike to its proper dimensions. For in an increasingly

competitive global economy, Israel’s prosperity, including that of its work-

ers, depends on an economy that functions smoothly, without constant,

jarring interruptions. Creating such an environment will require a sus-

tained and focused effort. But the benefits to Israel’s economy, and to the

enterprise of building a strong and attractive Jewish state, will endure for

generations.

Evelyn Gordon is a Contributing Editor of Azure, and an Associate Fellow at the
Shalem Center.
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concessions that, according to one estimate, will reduce the savings it had hoped to
achieve by as much as $2.25 billion. What is clear, however, is that the duration of
the strike represents a serious failure on the government’s part. For 100 days,
government agencies provided no service to the citizenry, seriously impairing both
economic and ordinary life. Yet the government made no effort to mitigate this
damage, as it did during the ports strike; nor did it attempt to make the strike
harder on the workers, as it legally could have, by declaring a lockout—meaning
that workers would do no work and receive no pay instead of performing adminis-
trative tasks and receiving 70 percent of their salaries. For costs of the settlement,
see Haim Bior, “Government Offices to Open Today; Cost of Settlement Almost
NIS 10 Billion,” Ha’aretz, January 6, 2004.
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Affairs, 2002), pp. 6-7. [Hebrew] The survey found that 54.4 percent of respond-
ents “supported” mandatory arbitration for public-sector strikes and another 29.9
percent “tended to support” it; only 11.6 percent opposed it. When the question
was asked in a different way—“Would you support a ban on strikes?”—the margin
in favor shrank, but remained clear. The surveyors asked the latter question about
four different areas of the public sector (electricity and water; government offices
and local authorities; health; and education) as well as about a general strike, and,
in each case, the number of those in favor ranged from 47.9 to 53.8 percent, while
the number opposed ranged from 40 to 42.6 percent. The ministry concluded that
the difference was largely semantic: People felt more comfortable declaring their
support for binding arbitration than they did for a ban on strikes. However, the
difference could also reflect a substantive concern: A simple ban on strikes does not
necessarily leave workers with any alternative method of redressing their griev-
ances, whereas the institution of binding arbitration does.

66. One of the main pretexts of the fall 2003 civil-service strike, for instance,
was a demand that the government rescind a pension-reform law enacted by the
Knesset in May 2003—a reform to which the Histadrut had acquiesced at the
time. Several economic commentators attributed the turnabout in the Histadrut’s
position to the fact that in May, the economic crisis was at its peak and the labor
federation dared not push too hard, whereas by fall, signs of an upswing had
started to appear, encouraging the unions to believe that the time was ripe for a
repeal.


